
 
The elastic top strap wrap 
protects the laces and pull 
up straps

Constructed of supportive 
ballistic nylon with non-stretch 
and non-fraying straps that 
replicate ankle taping

Ankle control is provided by 
the figure 8 straps, which limit 
inversion and eversion (turning 
over) motions commonly 
associated with ankle sprains, 
while allowing normal plantar 
and dorsal flexion (up and 
down) ankle motion

Pull-ups on the straps and 
binding of the brace provide 
durability

NoSwet® spacer fabric tongue 
and Achilles relief pad provide airy 
comfort and lace protection

Physician Inspired. Passionately Designed.

The Webly Zap™ replicates 
ankle taping and is our 

most effective brace for 
play, rehabilitation and 

competitive athletics. 
Countless players, 

practitioners and patients 
over the last 20 years have 

trusted our lacing sports 
ankle brace to assist in 

ankle sprain prevention 
and protection.

Ankle Bracing 
Just Got Better

™
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Perfected 
Over 20 Years

Working closely with athletic 
trainers and orthopedic 

surgeons, we originated the 
ankle stabilization brace more 

than 20 years ago.  The ZAP™ is our 
latest creation.  We used our original brace 

as a base to make the following improvements:  
New fabrics give the ZAP™ greater breathability, added 

strength  and durability, which allows it a lower profile for better 
comfort.  We have added an elastic strap closure to improve 

compression, which covers the laces and pullup straps, and gives 
it a contemporary, clean appearance.  NOSWET®® ® spacer fabric 

tongue and Achilles relief pad provide airy comfort and lace 
protection and wicks away moisture.  Pull ups on the straps give 

the patient improved leverage for a more secure fit.  Our new 
seamless design limits irritation of the foot and ankle. 

™

Support your ankle and help prevent or reduce the 
severity of your ankle injury.

Size:  Part#:  Black Part#:  White

XXS 314-BLK-XXS 314-WHT-XXS 
XS 314-BLK-XS 314-WHT-XS
S 314-BLK-S 314-WHT-S
M 314-BLK-M 314-WHT-M
L 314-BLK-L 314-WHT-L
XL 314-BLK-XL 314-WHT-XL
XXL 314-BLK-XXL 314-WHT-XXL

ZAP Sizing Chart - Fitting by Shoe Size

Men 6-7 7.5-9 9.5-11 11.5-13 13.5-15 15+ 

Narrow XXS XS S M L XL
Regular XS S M L XL XXL
Wide S M L XL XXL XXL

Women 5-6 6.5-8 8.5-10 10.5-12 12.5-14   

Narrow XXS XS S M L  
Regular XS S M M L  
Wide S M L L XL  Seamless design maximizes comfort while its clean, low profile style slips into 

shoes without increasing shoe size.
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